The UK Independent School Entry Test - UKiset

apply
one entry test
multiple applications

Locations approximate, not all locations shown

Contact schools
before taking
UKiset to find out
about specific entry
requirements

On average

10

UKiset tests are
sat every day

A UKiset test
is taken in a
British Council Office
somewhere in the
world everyday

Designed for families and schools
British schools work hard to find the most suitable
international students to fit their ethos and academic
standards. UKiset has been designed as a single
assessment that can be used to apply to a wide range of
British independent schools.

UKiset consists of three separate assessments:
Reasoning, Cambridge English, and an Essay

Results are not based on a candidate’s previous school
experience, cultural background or first language; but on
their academic potential. Our goal is to create a testing
system that is fair for applicants from across the globe.

Candidates are eligible between 9.5 and 18 years old

The tests look closely at a candidate’s underlying skills
in processing language, mathematics and non-verbal
information. The detailed UKiset Profile can compare
each candidate’s results against current independent
school students and British national standards.
Working with our partners at Durham University and
Cambridge English, UKiset’s unique profiles help schools
make faster decisions - reducing the risk of families
missing out on second choices or other top school places.
Families can save money in entry fees by only registering
with schools that invite you make a formal application
after seeing the UKiset Profile.
Register online or contact us at:

www.ukiset.com
enquiries@ukiset.com

Thanks to our partnership with the British Council
UKiset can be taken at locations worldwide

UKiset is currently accepted at over two hundred
British independent schools
Ask schools if they accept UKiset before you apply
Can be used as an independent test of potential
Compares international students against British
students of the same age
The UKiset fee includes:
The Assessments (x2 computer-based, x1 handwritten)
Arrangement of your test at an accredited test centre
All invigilation fees
A parent report
The full UKiset school profile sent to up to five schools*
*There is no limit to school choices, more schools can be added for an additional fee
in partnership with

